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1Continuous-Time Co-Operation of Integrated
Electricity and Natural Gas Systems with
Responsive Demands Under Wind Power
Generation Uncertainty
Ahmad Nikoobakht, Member, IEEE, Jamshid Aghaei, Senior Member, IEEE, Miadreza Shafie-khah, Senior
Member, IEEE, and J.P.S. Catala˜o, Senior Member, IEEE
Abstract—This paper studies the role of electricity demand
response program (EDRP) in the co-operation of the electric
power systems and the natural gas transmission system to facili-
tate integration of wind power generation. It is known that time-
based uncertainty modeling has a critical role in co-operation
of electricity and gas systems. Also, the major limitation of the
hourly discrete time model (HDTM) is its inability to handle the
fast sub-hourly variations of generation sources. Accordingly, in
this paper, this limitation has been solved by the operation of
both energy systems with a continuous time model (CTM). Also,
a new fuzzy information gap decision theory (IGDT) approach
has been proposed to model the uncertainties of the wind energy.
Numerical results on the IEEE Reliability Test System (RTS)
demonstrate the benefits of applying the continuous-time EDRP
to improve the co-scheduling of both natural gas and electricity
systems under wind power generation uncertainty.
Index Terms—Demand response program, continuous-time
model, natural gas system, IGDT method, wind energy.
NOTATION
A. Indices
q Index of Bernstein basis function.
w, g, s
Index for wind farms, generation units,
and natural gas storage, respectively.
i, j Index of nodes in natural gas system.
p Index of natural gas pipeline.
t Index of continuous-time.
t′ Index of discrete-time.
` Index of linear blocks.
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(•)(·),t Related to element (·) at time period t.
Ωc Sets of natural gas pipelines with compressor.
B. Parameters
cg Cost of the generating unit.
cn Cost of the demand response at bus n.
csug Startup cost of the generating unit .
G˙g/G˙g
Max/min output of the generating unit.
D˙n/D˙n Min/max ramp rate for the flexible demand.
Wwt/Dnt Forecasted wind power/load.
bnm Susceptance of transmission line k(n,m).
fk Maximum power flow on a transmission line.
∆En
Maximum energy change of a flexible demand
in the daily scheduling.
∆Φ± Permissible power adjustment of flexible demand.
Lit Natural gas demand.
Lnit Residential natural gas demand.
Leit Natural gas demand for natural gas-fired generation.
ρ
i
/ρi Min/max square of node pressures.
pi
−i
/p¯ii Min/max node pressures.
ϕ`,p, γ`,p Constants in the `th linear block.
f
`,p
/f `,p Min/max natural gas flow for the `th linear block.
g
i
/gi Min/max limit on natural gas supply.
Θp Pipeline constant.
λp Compressor factor for a pipeline with compressor.
Es/Es Min/max storage volume.
Sins /S¯
in
s Min/max storage input.
Souts /S
out
s Min/max storage output.
S˙
out
s /S˙
out
s Min/max ramp rate for storage outflow.
S˙
in
s /S˙
in
s Min/max ramp rate for storage inflow.
α, β, γ
Coefficients of natural gas function of
gas-fired generation.
Btq,Q Bernstein basis function of order Q.
ΦxtQm Bernstein polynomial operator takes a function xt .
2C
(•)
Qm
Bernstein coefficient of (•).
Q Order of Bernstein polynomial.
M Large enough constant.
ΛΩ Cost threshold.
σΩ Percent of cost threshold.
C.V ariables
Ggt Output power of a generating unit.
Dnt Scheduled load for flexible demand.
∆D+nt/
∆D−nt
Increase /decrease flexible demand.
ρit Pressure.
zg,t/ygt
Shutdown/startup binary variables for
generating unit.
Sinst /S
out
st Storage inflow/outflow.
S˙inst /S˙
out
st Inflow/outflow ramping routes.
Igt Binary variable for generating unit state.
ν`pt Binary indicator for the `th linear block.
Θ Total operation cost [$].
G˙gt Ramp up rate for generating unit.
f`pt
Natural gas flow at pipeline p for
the `th linear block.
fpt Natural gas flow at a pipeline.
git Natural gas supply.
fkt Power flow on a transmission line.
θnt Voltage angle at a bus.
Est Storage volume for natural gas storage.
λ Radius of wind power uncertainty.
µ()() Fuzzy membership function.
βr/o
Overall satisfaction for membership function of
risk averse and opportunity seeker strategies.
~C
(•)
Qm
Vector containing Bernstein coefficients of (•).
Wwt Actual available wind power generation.
D.Acronyms
WEG Wind energy generation.
SO System operator.
NGFG Natural gas-fired generation.
NGS Natural gas system.
EDRP Electricity demand response programs.
UC unit commitment.
SCUC Security constrained unit commitment
HDTM Hourly discrete-time model.
CTM Continuous-time model.
SM Stochastic model.
RM Robust model.
IGDT Information-gap decision theory.
F-IGDT Fuzzy IGDT
BP Bernstein polynomial.
NGSU Natural gas storage units.
RA Risk-averse.
TC Total cost.
SOC State of charge.
OS Opportunity seeker.
DM Decision maker.
GU Generator unit.
DT-
EDRP
Discrete-time EDRP.
CT-
EDRP
Continuous-time EDRP.
NGC Natural gas consumptions .
I. INTRODUCTION
A. Aim and motivation
TODAY , wind energy generations (WEGs) are animportant resource in the power systems operation, and
plays a key role in the power generation. But, the main
challenge faced by many system operators (SOs) is the
operation of power systems under fast sub-hourly variations
and uncertainty of WEGs [1].
The first option that the SO could choose to decrease
uncertainty and fast sub-hourly variations of WEG in power
systems is wind energy spillage, however, this option is
unattractive. Alternative solution is to use a generating unit
that it has fast startup and ramping capabilities to cover the
fast variations and uncertainty of WEGs. For this purpose,
the natural gas-fired generations (NGFGs) can contribute as
a fast start and ramp unit.
However, there is a challenge whether the NGFGs can be
supplied by the natural gas transmission system in the case
it is committed to have power generation. For the reason
that the operation of NGFG highly relies on the interruptible
natural gas systems (NGSs).
Indeed, the supply interruption of NGSs occurs during peak
load periods in cold seasons once they are scheduled to
supply residential and commercial customers for heating
purposes [2]. Besides, the fuel curtailment could lead to
NGFGs shutdown, higher power system operation costs, and
even jeopardize power system security [3].
This is expected, because the NGFG is an important
component in the providing flexible ramp capacity in power
systems, and plays a key role to mitigate fast variations and
uncertainty of WEGs. Accordingly, the availability of the
natural gas supply would directly affect the power system
operation in terms of cost, scheduling, and integrating WEGs
[4].
It seems the main strategy to reduce the impacts of
interruptible natural gas transmission constraints on the
electricity system could be reduced the contribution of
NGFGs in the generation scheduling. However, if the
contribution of NGFGs in generation is reduced, the SO
could not mitigate the sub-hourly variations and uncertainty
of WEGs.
In this condition, electricity demand response programs
3(EDRPs) can contribute to follow the sub-hourly variability
and uncertainty of WEGs by increase fast ramping up and
down capacities in power system.
However, two main questions in co-operation of electricity
and natural gas transmission systems must be addressed in
this study:
(i) How to manage fast sub-hourly variations of WEGs
and fast ramping capability of the NGFGs and EDRPs in
electrical power system.
(ii) How to model uncertainty of WEGs in electrical power
system operation.
The co-operation of electricity and natural gas transmission
systems is handled by solving the unit commitment (UC)
problem which schedules the set of the NGFGs on an hourly
basis, to meet the hourly forecasted load and cover hourly
variations of forecasted load.
The current UC model has worked well for compensating
the variability and uncertainty of load in the past, but it is
starting to fall short, as increasing WEGs add sub-hourly
variability to the power system and large sub-hourly ramping
events happen much more commonly. Also, it is impossible
to instantaneously ramp up/down at the hourly intervals, thus,
with the UC model cannot manage sub-hourly variations of
WEGs and ramping capability of NGFGs in electrical power
system.
In this condition, the scarcity of ramping resources is occurred.
The scarcity of ramping resources is a phenomenon that
occurs once the electrical power system has enough ramping
capacity but it is unable to acquire ramping requirements to
respond to sub-hourly WEG variations.
In recent years, there has been an increasing interest in
co-operation of electricity and natural gas transmission
systems [5]-[11].
A cooperative model has been proposed in [5] to assess the
impacts of interruptible natural gas transmission systems
on electricity system security. The cooperated scheduling
of interdependent natural gas transmission system and
hydrothermal power system has been investigated by [6].
The short-term integrated operation of interdependent electric
and natural gas systems has been considered in [7]. A
combined nonlinear model for security constrained unit
commitment (SCUC) problem including the constraints of
natural gas transmission has been developed in [8].
Similarly, a coordinated day-ahead scheduling of water
and natural gas systems has been proposed in [9] while
characterizing the uncertainties of units/transmission lines
outage, water inflow and electricity load be means of a
two-stage stochastic optimization framework.
Besides, in [10], a coordinated stochastic model has been
suggested to consider interdependencies of electricity and
natural gas transmission systems taking hourly electricity
load forecast errors and random outages of generating
units/transmission lines into account.
A security-constrained bi-level economic dispatch model
has been proposed in [3] for co-operation of electricity and
natural gas systems including wind energy and power-to-gas
procedure.
In [11], the impacts of natural gas constraints on the stochastic
day-ahead electricity markets of energy and reserve have been
assessed. Also, it investigates the effect of WEG uncertainty
on the co-operation of electricity and gas systems.
Above mentioned research studies, i.e., [5]-[11], in the field
of co-operation of electricity and natural gas systems with
(without) fast variations of WEG, have only focused on the
hourly discrete-time model (HDTM).
The HDTM is suitable for only hourly commitment decision
points and capturing hourly ramping flexibility of NGFGs
and EDRPs, but, sub-hourly generation schedules and the
sub-hourly ramping flexibility of the NGFGs and EDRPs
cannot be captured by current HDTM.
In order to address first question, in this study, a continuous-
time model (CTM) based on Bernstein polynomial functions
is adopted which allows to better capture the ramping
capability of the NGFGs and EDRPs because it provides
a more accurate representation of the sub-hourly ramping
needs to follow sudden sub-hourly variations of WEGs. Also,
the application of the CTM in the proposed problem can
modify the co-operation of electricity and gas systems, and
coordinate the NGFGs and EDRPs to have a better response
to the real-time sudden changes of the WEGs and load.
Recently, researchers have shown an increased interest in
continuous-time model [12] and [13].Compared to papers [12]
and [13]on the continuous-time model, here we extend that
work in three important directions, (a) by modeling a multi-
bus system with continuous-time flows across transmission
lines (b) by modeling fast-ramping resources, i.e., the NGFGs
and EDRPs, in continuous-time framework, (c) with a more
generic formulation not only limited to electricity transmission
system but also for natural gas systems can be utilized.
The CTM is appropriate for manage the sub-hourly variations
of WEGs, but the WEG uncertainty cannot be captured
by this model. In this context, the problem of uncertainty
modelling of WEG is still an important issue. Therefore,
another objective of this study is to propose a new method to
address WEG uncertainty in electricity power systems.
The available uncertainty models for WEG are categorized
into three classifications:
Stochastic model (SM): Most studies in the field of uncertainty
modelling of WEG have only focused on the SM, it defines
the uncertain parameters by means of scenarios [10], [13].
Hence, the optimal solution of an operation problem with SM
is only guaranteed to be feasible for the scenarios considered
in the problem. Furthermore, the complex optimization
problem depends on the number of scenarios. Consequently,
the operation problem with the SM faces two key challenges:
(i) The SM needs a large number of scenarios to model the
wind uncertainty which results in increase size of problem
and high execution time [13].
(ii) The optimal solution of proposed co-operation problem
with SM is dependent on the accuracy of statistical data.
Noted that, the statistical data with high accuracy is rarely
available in practice.
Most studies in the field of co-operation of electricity and
gas systems with wind uncertainty have only focused on
traditional stochastic method (SM) [9], [10] and [11]. To
obtain a reasonably high guarantee requires a large number
4of wind scenario samples, which results in a problem that is
computationally intensive.
Robust model (RM): A considerable amount of literature has
been published on the RM [14], [15] and [16]. With respect
to SM, this one does not rely on the number of scenarios,
instead, it considers bounded intervals for the uncertain
parameters [14]. However, the main disadvantage of RM is
that the robustness region or horizon of the uncertainty is
fixed before solving the problem. In fact, the goal of the
decision maker is minimizing the objective function, e.g.,
operation cost.
In [15] and [16] the co-optimization scheduling of electricity
and natural gas systems with the RM. However, co-
optimization of the horizon of the uncertainty and operation
cost have not been measured by these references.
Information-gap decision theory (IGDT) model: Unlike
the RM, the objective of the IGDT model is maximizing
the region or horizon of the uncertainty while satisfying a
predetermined objective function, e.g., operation cost, which
is major disadvantage for this model [17].
Accordingly, with the robust and IGDT models could not
reach an optimal horizon of the uncertainty and operation cost,
simultaneously. Noted that, to the best of authors’ knowledge,
the previous studies in the area have not addressed this issue
yet [17], [18] and [19].
In the literature on coordination of interdependent natural
gas and electricity systems, the relative importance of IGDT
model in uncertainty model has been subject to considerable
discussion [18] and [19]. But, the co-optimization of horizon
of the uncertainty and total cost, simultaneously, has not been
investigated by these references.
Fuzzy IGDT model: To overcome above models problems and
in order to address second question, in this study propose a
new IGDT method based on the fuzzy model [20] called fuzzy
IGDT (F-IGDT) model. The F-IGDT model can co-optimize
both uncertainty horizon and operation cost, simultaneously.
Also, unlike the SM, this model does not rely on the number
of scenarios and it is tractable and does not increase the
complexity of the existing problem, and hence, the problem
sustains a reasonable size.
B. Contribution
In this paper presents a continuous-time model for co-
operation of integrated electricity-natural gas system to better
capture the ramping capability of the NGFGs and EDRPs to
track the continuous-time WPG and load changes.
The literature on the continuous-time model can be reached
in [21], [22], [23] and [24]. However, the model proposed in
this paper differs from the above references in five aspects:
- The continuous-time models for natural gas system and
electricity demand response program have not been presented.
- The network security constraints have not been considered
by [21], [22], [23] and [24].
- The wind uncertainty has not been investigated in [21],
[22], [23] and [24]. The problem models in these references
are deterministic.
- Finally, no research has been found that proposed fuzzy
IGDT model for wind uncertainty management and co-
optimize both uncertainty horizon and operation cost,
simultaneously.
The major contributions of this work can be summarized as:
(i) Developing a CTM to co-operation of fast-response
resources, i.e., the NGFGs, and EDRPs to capture the
sub-hourly ramping capability of these resources to cover the
sub-hourly variations of WEGs. Similarly, this study indicates
that the CTM would modify the day-ahead commitment and
schedule of NGFGs, and would utilize the EDRPs in such a
way that the composition of the NGFGs and EDRPs can be
better reduced natural gas consumer for the NGFGs.
(ii) The main aim of this study is to propose uncertainty
model that can co-optimize of horizon of the uncertainty and
objective function, simultaneously. So, in this study, a new
fuzzy IGDT model to manage wind uncertainty has been
proposed which can co-optimize both uncertainty horizon
and operation cost, simultaneously. Also, in this study
performance of proposed fuzzy IGDT model is compared
with other previous uncertainty models, i.e., SM, RM and
IGDT. Simulation results shows the efficiency of the fuzzy
IGDT model.
II. BERNSTEIN POLYNOMIALS
Before to begin this process, different approaches have
existed that can be used to address the continuous-time model
of a function or a data set [21] and [22]. In this paper,
the Bernstein polynomial (BP) approach, among different
approaches, has been chosen to model a function or a data
set in continuous-time model. A major advantage of the BP
approach is that when the piecewise approximation of a set
of data points are implemented in problem, the Bernstein
polynomials a bold feature of is that they can be utilized to
more easily impose smoothness conditions not only at the
break points but also inside the interval of interest, working
only on the coefficients of the Bernstein spline expansion.
Criteria for selecting the BP approach was as follows:
(i) To approximate the continuous-time trajectory (space) of a
data set it can be utilized to more easily impose smoothness
conditions not only at the break points but also inside the
interval of interest, working only on the coefficients of the
Bernstein spline expansion.
(ii) Implement this approach is simple.
(iii) The accuracy of BP approach is adjustable.
(iv) This approach can be calculated very quickly on a
computer [21].
The BP of degree Q plays a vital role in the continuous-time
model. Thus, the procedures of the BP approach are explained
in detail as follows:
At first, the Q + 1 Bernstein basis polynomials of degree
Qare defined as:
Btq,Q =
(
Q
q
)
tq(1− t)Q−q (1)
where
(
Q
q
)
is a binomial coefficient.
To model a function, i.e., xt, for time period T, in
continuous-time model, the following steps should be imple-
510 tm
xC
−
1mt − mt
0 tm
xC1
t
m
xQC −
1 tm
xC11 tmxC −
( )1max t tm mx xQ QC − =
mt
tx
t
m
xQ 1min t tm mx xQ C =
( )1t m
xQC −
tx
Fig. 1: The Bernstein coefficients for xt.
mented:
(i) The time period T is divided into M intervals, i.e.,
Tm = [tm, tm+1)→ T = ∪Mm=1Tm, length of each interval is
Tm = tm+1 − tm.
(ii) The BP operator ΦxtQm is implemented on function xt
at each interval [tm, tm+1) and maps it into a Qth-order
polynomial.
ΦxtQm =
Qm∑
qm=0
CxtqmB
t−tm
qm,Qm
, t ∈ [tm, tm+1) (2)
Where, the coefficients Cxtqm are called Bernstein coefficients
or control points.
To represent the equation (2) in the matrix form, which
is easy to implement, it can be divided into the product
of Bernstein coefficients and Bernstein basis functions for
m = 1, . . . ,M ; q = 0, . . . , Q as follows:
ΦxtQm =
[
Cxt0m C
xt
1m
· · · CxtQm
]

Bt−tm0m,Qm
Bt−tm1m,Qm
...
Bt−tmQm,Qm
 =
~CxtQm
~Bt−tmqm,Qm (3)
The other useful properties of BPs are as follows:
(i) Error approximation reduces once the order Qmfor ΦxtQm is
increased, i.e., lim
Qm→∞
ΦxtQm = xt. (ii) The derivative of Φ
xt
Qm
is written as a summation of two polynomials of lower degree
(Q − 1)m.
Φ˙xt(Q−1)m = Qm
(Q−1)m∑
qm=0
(
Cxtqm − Cxt(q−1)m
)
Btqm,(Q−1)m (4)
(iii) Convex hull property of Btq,Q causes that coefficients
of ΦxtQm and Φ˙
xt
(Qm−1) are limited between their max and min
coefficients (as shown in Fig.1).
min
{
Cxtqm
} ≤ ~CxtQm ≤ max{Cxtqm} (5)
This property significantly helps later, when max and min
limit on a variable is driven.
min︷ ︸︸ ︷(
Cxtqm − Cxt(q−1)m
Qm
)
≤ ~CxtQm − ~Cxt(Q−1)m ≤
max︷ ︸︸ ︷(
Cxtqm − Cxt(q−1)m
Qm
)
(6)
Also, this property helps later, when max and min ramping
constraints are driven.
(iv) In order to maintain continuity across first and end points
of function xt, it is sufficient to enforce that the control
points match at the first and end points.
Cxt0m = C
xt
Qm−1 (7)
Besides, the differential of ΦxtQm should also be continuous.
Cxt1m − Cxt0m = CxtQm−1 − Cxt(Q−1)m−1 (8)
These properties significantly help later to maintain
generation and ramping continuity for GUs.
(v) The other important property of the BP operator that is
used to represent objective function, which is presented by:∫ tm+1
tm
ΦxtQm =
∫ tm+1
tm
(
~CxtQm
~BtQm
)
dt = ~CxtQm
∫ tm+1
tm
~BtQmdt
~CxtQm ·~1Qm
Qm + 1
=
Qm∑
qm=0
Cxtqm,Qm
Qm + 1
(9)
In (9) vector ~CxtQm is constant parameter in definite integral
and the definite integral, i.e.,
∫ tm+1
tm
~BtQmdt, from an initial
position tm to a final position tm+1 is ~1Qm which is a Qm×1-
dimensional unit vector for given Qm. These properties sig-
nificantly help later to compute objective function.
III. CONTINUOUS-TIME MODELING
The original optimization problem is a kind of continuous-
time co-operation of electricity and natural gas systems that
minimizes the total cost (TC) of electric power system over
the scheduling period subject to constraints (11)-(43).
min TC︷ ︸︸ ︷
∑
g
∫
T
(
cg ·Ggt + csug · ygt
)
dt

+
∑
n
∫
T
(
cn ·
(
∆D+nt + ∆D
−
nt
))
dt

 (10)
The TC (10) includes: (i) the continuous-time generation
and startup costs of generating units (GUs) (first and second
terms), and (ii) the continuous-time cost of EDRP.
In the following, the continuous-time formulation of electricity
and natural gas constraints has been discussed.
A. Continuous-time Constraints of Electricity Network
The constraints of the electricity network have been mod-
eled by a number of continuous-time equations as follow:
GgIgt ≤ Ggt ≤ GgIgt (11)
G˙gIgt ≤
dGgt
dt
= G˙gt ≤ G˙gIgt (12)∫ t−UTg+1
t
Igt′dt
′ ≤ UTgygt (13)∫ t−DTg+1
t
(1− Igt′) dt′ ≤ DTgzgt (14)
ygt − zgt = Igt − Igt−1 (15)
fkt = bnm · (θnt − θmt) (16)
−fk ≤ fkt ≤ fk (17)
6Dnt = D
f
nt + ∆D
+
nt −∆D−nt (18)
0 ≤ ∆D+nt/∆D−nt ≤ ∆Φ± (19)
D˙n ≤
dDnt
dt
= D˙nt ≤ D˙n (20)
0 ≤
∫
T
(
∆D+nt −∆D−nt
)
dt ≤ ∆En (21)
∑
g(n)
Ggt +
∑
w(n)
W¯wt −
∑
k(n,m)
fkt +
∑
k(m,n)
fkt = Dnt (22)
Gg,t=0 = G
0
g, Dn,t=0 = D
0
n (23)
Equation (11) imposes the continuous-time lower and upper
limits on power generation for GUs. Continuous-time up
and down ramping route constraints are shown by Equation
(12). Equations (13) and (14) are continuous-time minimum
ON/OFF time constraints for each GUs.
Equation (15) indicates ON or OFF states for each GU, e.g.,
if ygt = 1 thenzgt is 0, in this condition GU is turned on, and
if ygt = 0 then zgt is 1, in this condition GU is turned off.
The DC power flow for each transmission line is enforced by
Equation (16). Equation (17) sets maximum transmission line
power flows. Equation (18) denotes the flexible demands for
EDRP. In Equation (18), Dfnt represents the fixed demand,
and ∆D+nt/∆D
−
nt represents the increase/decrease value for
the fixed demand. The increase/decrease value for the flexible
demand is limited by Equation (19). Equation (20) imple-
ments the continuous-time ramp up/down limits of the flexible
demands. The continuous-time ramp up/down denote how a
flexible demand can decrease or increase its consumption.
Noted that, the associated continuous-time ramp up/down of
the flexible demands are determined by means of derivation of
the demand consumption routes with respect to the time. Equa-
tion (21) imposes the limit on the adequate energy changes
through the continuous-time demand responses. Equation (22)
enforce continuous-time power balance at each bus. Initial
values of the state routes are enforced in (23), where G0g and
D0n are vectors of constant initial values.
B. Continuous-time Natural Gas Constraints
The natural gas system has been formulated with a number
of continuous-time equations as follow:
ρit = ρi (24)
ρ
i
≤ ρit ≤ ρi (25)∑
`
(ϕ`p · f`pt + γ`p · ν`pt) = Θp (ρit − ρjt) (26)
ν`pt · f `p ≤ f`pt ≤ ν`pt · f `p (27)
fpt =
∑
`
f`pt (28)∑
`
ν`pt ≤ 1 (29)
g
i
≤ git ≤ gi (30)
Lit = L
e
it + L
n
it (31)
∑
`
(ϕ`p · f`pt + γ`p · ν`pt) ≥ Θp (ρit − ρjt) , ∀p ∈ Ωc
(32)
fpt ≥ 0, p ∈ Ωc (33)
ρit ≤ λpρjt, p ∈ Ωc (34)
dEst
dt
= Sinst − Soutst (35)
Es ≤ Est ≤ Es (36)
S
−
in
s
≤ Sinst ≤ S
in
s (37)
Souts ≤ Soutst ≤ S
out
s (38)
S˙
out
s ≤
dSoutst
dt
= S˙outst ≤ S˙
out
s (39)
S˙
in
s ≤
dSinst
dt
= S˙inst ≤ S˙
in
s (40)
Lelt = α+ βGgt + γG
2
gt (41)∑
s(i)
(
Sinst − Soutst
)
+
∑
p(i,j)
fij −
∑
p(j,i)
fji +
∑
G(i)
git = Llt (42)
gi,t=0 = g˜i, S
out
s,t=0 = S˜
out
s , S
in
s,t=0 = S˜
in
s , Es,t=0 = E˜s (43)
There are certain similarities between electricity and natural
gas transmission systems. Both systems are planned to supply
end users through their respective transmission system. The
natural gas transmission system is included of transmission
pipelines (high pressure), distribution pipelines (low pressure),
natural gas customers, natural gas wells, and storage facilities.
Similar to electricity transmission system, the natural gas
transmission system can be represented by its steady-state and
dynamic characteristics [23]. The steady-state mathematical
model included of a group of linear equations is presented in
this study. From the mathematical viewpoint, the steady-state
natural gas problem is like electricity transmission system
problem but which will determine the state variables including
flow rates and nodal pressures in different pipelines based on
the known injection values of natural gas load and supply.
Equation (24) shows that at the source nodes, the square
of natural gas pressure is at the maximum value. Equation
(25) enforces the lower and upper limits on the square of
natural gas pressure at the demand nodes. The modeling of
the natural gas flow through a pipeline from node i to node
j without (with) compressor is a nonlinear equation, i.e., the
Weymouth equation. Accordingly, in this paper a piecewise
linear equation for natural gas flow over a pipeline has been
developed with the aim of decreasing computational burden
[10].
Natural gas is delivered to (non-) electric loads via gas
pipelines. The gas pipelines comprise active pipeline (with
compressor) and passive pipeline (without compressor).
Actually, in active pipelines the compressors would increase
the gas pressure difference between the corresponding nodes
to enhance the transmission capacity. Natural gas flows in
7pipelines are dependent on factors such as the operating
temperatures, pressures, diameter of pipelines and length,
altitude change over the transmission path, the roughness of
pipelines and type of natural gas.
The natural gas flow through a pipeline from node i to node j
without compressor is formulated linearly through Equations
(26) – (29). Equation (26) relates to the linear Weymouth
equation for the pipeline without compressor. In this equation,
Θp is a parameter which depends on the pipeline features,
length, temperature, natural gas compositions, friction and
diameter. Equation (27) imposes min/max limits on the
piecewise linear segments; Equation (28) calculates the total
gas flow over the pipeline. Equation (29) lets only one
segment to be active.
Detail of the linear Weymouth equation are given by
Appendix A. Natural gas supplies have modeled as positive
gas injections at related nodes. The lower and upper limits
of gas supplier at each period is modelled by Equation (30).
Natural gas consumers are classified into industrial loads
(electric loads), (commercial) residential loads (non-electric
loads) with different urgencies. In fact, the NGFGs are
the largest industrial loads (electric loads) of NGSs which
links the natural gas system with the electric transmission
systems. The urgency of industrial loads is lower than that
of residential loads (non-electric loads) in the natural gas
scheduling horizon. Equation (31) models the natural gas
load for non-electric load, i.e., Lnit, and electric load, i.e., L
e
it.
The gas flow in pipeline with gas compressor is specified by
Equation (32).
Equation (33), indicates that the pipeline with gas compressor
generally has a predefined continuous-time gas flow direction.
Furthermore, terminal nodal square of pressures of the
pipeline with gas compressor is constrained via compressor
factor as shown in Equation (34). The state of charge (SOC)
of natural gas storage units (NGSUs) is controlled using
the continuous-time differential Equation (35) during the
scheduling period.
The limitations on the gas storage capacity, natural gas
inflow/outflow, and inflow/outflow ramping routes over T
for each NGSUs, are imposed by Equations (36)–(40),
respectively, wherein the min and max limits of the routes
have been denoted by the underlined and overlined constant
terms, respectively. Equation (41) links natural gas and
electricity systems. This equation indicate that the natural
gas required by each NGFGs depends on its continuous-
time generation dispatch. A continuous-time nodal balance
constraint (42) indicates that the natural gas flow injected at
a node is equal to the gas flowing out of the node.
The starting (initial) values for the state routes are stated in
(43) wherein g˜i, S˜
out
s , S˜
in
s , and E˜s are constant initial values
of each decision variable.
IV. MODELING CONTINUOUS-TIME EQUATIONS IN
BERNSTEIN FUNCTION SPACE
The proposed continuous-time problem (10)-(43) is opti-
mization problem with infinite-dimensional decision space that
is computationally intractable. Accordingly, in this section
a function space-based solution method has been proposed
for the proposed continuous-time problem (10)-(43). The pro-
posed solution method is based on reducing the dimensionality
of the continuous-time decision and parameter trajectories by
modeling them in a finite-order function space spanned by the
BP approach.
A. Objective Function
The main advantage of using BP approximate is that they
can be calculated very quickly on a computer. According to
(9), the continuous time form for objective function (10) can
be written as follows:
min︷ ︸︸ ︷
∑
g
∫
T
(
cg · ~C
Ggt
Qm
· ~BtQm + csug · ygt
)
dt

+
∑
n
∫
T
(
cn ·
(
~C
∆D+nt
Qm
· ~BtQm + ~C
∆D−nt
Qm
· ~BtQm
))
dt


(44)
Substituting the Bernstein representations of{
Ggt,∆D
+
nt,∆D
−
nt
}
, according to (3), i.e.,{
~C
Ggt
Qm
· ~BtQm , ~C
∆D+nt
Qm
· ~BtQm + ~C
∆D−nt
Qm
· ~BtQm
}
, in (10),
and integrating the right-hand-sides over T , the linear
generation and startup costs of generating units (GUs), and
cost of EDRP over T in terms of the Bernstein basis function
are calculated.
min Θ︷ ︸︸ ︷
∑
g
∑
t
cg ·
M∑
m
Q∑
qm
C
Ggt
qm,Qm
Qm + 1
+ csug · ygt

+
∑
n
∑
t
cn ·
M∑
m
Qm∑
qm
(
C
∆D+nt
qm,Qm
+ C
∆D−nt
qm,Qm
)
Qm + 1

(45)
Equation (45) is the continuous time form of objective
function (10) in terms of the Bernstein representation. The
following section presents, the continuous-time model of elec-
tric power and natural gas constraints base on the BP operator
have been presented.
B. Electric and Non-Electric Loads and Wind Profiles
The electric load, non-electric load and wind power profiles
are similar to Fig.1. Accordingly, these profiles can be mod-
elled by the vector of Bernstein basis functions of degree Q
in hour tm as follows:{
ΦΩQm =
~CΩQm
~Bt−tmQm ,
∀t ∈ [tm, tm+1) , Ω ∈
{
Dnt, L
n
it,Wf,wt
} (46)
where ~CΩQm is Bernstein basis vector that each element of
this vector is weighted via the values of electric load, non-
electric load and wind power at the hour tm, like to Fig.1.
8C. Electricity Network Constraints
GgIgt ≤ ~CGgtQm ≤ GgIgt (47)
G˙gIgt
Qm
≤ ~CGgtQm − ~C
Ggt
(Qm−1) ≤
G˙gIgt
Qm
(48)
t∑
t′=t−UTg+1
Igt′ ≤ UTgygt (49)
t∑
t′=t−DTg+1
(1− Igt′) ≤ DTgzgt (50)
ygt − zgt = Igt − Igt−1 (51)
~CfktQm = bnm ·
(
~C
θnt
Qm
− ~CθmtQm
)
(52)
−fk ≤ ~CfktQm ≤ fk (53)
~C
Dnt
Qm
= ~C
Dfnt
Qm
+
(
~C
∆D+nt
Qm
− ~C∆D
−
nt
Qm
)
(54)
0 ≤ ~C∆D
+
nt
Qm
/~C
∆D−nt
Qm
≤ ∆Φ± (55)
D˙n
Qm
≤ ~CD˙ntQm − ~C
D˙nt
(Q−1)m ≤
D˙n
Qm
(56)
Qm∑
qm
(
C
∆D+nt
qm − C∆D
−
nt
qm
)
Qm + 1
≤ ∆En (57)∑
g(n)
~C
Ggt
Qm
+
∑
w(n)
~C
W¯wt
Qm
−
∑
k(n,m)
~CfktQm+∑
k(m,n)
~CfktQm =
~C
Dnt
Qm
(58)
~C
Gg,t=0
Qm
= ~C
G0g
Qm
, ~C
Dn,t=0
Qm
= ~C
D0n
Qm
(59)
According to (5), in (47), the coefficient of the Bernstein
representations of Ggt, i.e., ~C
Ggt
Qm
, is limited between their
max and min coefficients. Similarly, according to (6) the
continuous-time ramping trajectories of GUs, i.e., (12), can
be driven by (48). In fact, Equation (48) imposes enforce a
limitation on the continuous-time GU ramping model. In this
study, supposed that ON or OFF states for each GU are happen
only for hourly discrete time. For example, a GU can be turned
on or turned off only in first or end of an hour. Therefore,
the continuous time definite integral in (13) and (14) can be
converted into discrete time summation in (49) and (50). Noted
that, the continuous time and discrete time model of Equation
(15) is similar. Thus, Equations (15) and (51) are alike and
indicate ON or OFF states for each GU. The continuous-time
model of Equation (16) can be formulated by Equation (52).
Substituting the Bernstein representations of {fkt, θnt, θmt},
i.e.,
{
~CfktQm · ~Bt−tmQm , ~C
θnt
Qm
· ~Bt−tmQm , ~C
θmt
Qm
· ~Bt−tmQm
}
, in (16)
and removing ~Bt−tmQm from both sides of the Equation (16),
we have Equation (52). According to (5), in Equation (53) the
~CfktQm can be limited between max and min Bernstein coeffi-
cients, i.e., −f¯k/f¯k. The continuous time form of Equation
(54) similar to (52) can be represented by vector of Bernstein
basis functions of degree Q. Equations (55)-(56) are Equations
(18)-(20) in terms of the Bernstein representation. According
to (9), Equation (21) can be converted to (57). According
to (2) and (46), Substituting the Bernstein models of GUs,
wind power generation, line flow and electrical demand in the
continuous time power balance Equation (22), and eliminating
~Bt−tmQm from both sides, we have Equation (58). Equation (59)
are vectors of constant initial values for Bernstein coefficients
at time 0.
D. Natural Gas Constraints
~C
ρit
Qm
= ~C
ρ¯i
Qm
(60)
ρ
i
≤ ~CρitQm ≤ ρi (61)∑
`
(
ϕ`p · ~Cf`ptQm + γ`p · ~C
ν`pt
Qm
)
= Θp
(
~CρitQm − ~C
ρjt
Qm
)
(62)
~C
ν`pt
Qm
· f
`p
≤ ~Cf`ptQm ≤ ~C
ν`pt
Qm
· f `p (63)
~C
f`pt
Qm
=
∑
`
~C
f`pt
Qm
(64)∑
`
~C
ν`pt
Qm
≤ 1 (65)
g
i
≤ ~CgitQm ≤ gi (66)
~CLitQm =
~C
Leit
Qm
+ ~C
Lnit
Qm
(67)
∑
`
(
ϕ`p · ~Cf`ptQm + γ`p · ~C
ν`pt
Qm
)
≥ Θp
(
~CρitQm − ~C
ρjt
Qm
)
,∀p ∈ Ωc
(68)
~C
fpt
Qm
≥ 0, p ∈ Ωc (69)
~CρitQm ≤ λp ~C
ρjt
Qm
, p ∈ Ωc (70)
Qm
(
~CEstQm − ~CEst(Q−1)m
)
= ~C
Sinst
Qm
− ~CSoutstQm (71)
Es ≤ ~CEstQm ≤ Es (72)
Sins ≤ ~CS
in
st
Qm
≤ Sins (73)
Souts ≤ ~CS
out
st
Qm
≤ Souts (74)
S˙
out
s
Qm
≤ ~CSoutstQm − ~C
Soutst
(Q−1)m ≤
S˙
out
s
Qm
(75)
S˙
in
s
Qm
≤ ~CSoutstQm − ~C
Soutst
(Q−1)m ≤
S˙
in
s
Qm
(76)
~C
Lelt
Qm
= α+ β ~C
Ggt
Qm
+ γ ~C
G2gt
Qm
(77)
∑
s(i)
(
~C
Sinst
Qm
− ~CSoutstQm
)
+
∑
p(i,j)
~C
fij
Qm
−
∑
p(j,i)
~C
fij
Qm
+
∑
G(i)
~CgitQm =
~CLltQm
(78)
~C
gi,t=0
Qm
= ~C
g˜i
Qm
, ~C
Souts,t=0
Qm
= ~C
S˜outs
Qm
,
~C
Sins,t=0
Qm
= ~C
S˜ins
Qm
, ~C
Es,t=0
Qm
= ~C
E˜s
Qm
(79)
The converting equations of natural gas, i.e., (24)-(43), to
the Bernstein function space are similar to Equations (11)-(23).
Therefore, we utilize similar approach to convert Equations
9(24)-(43) in terms of Bernstein function space. Equations (60)
– (79) mimic (24) – (43) that defined in terms of Bernstein
function space.
V. FUZZY IGDT METHOD FOR UNCERTAINTY HANDLING
A. IGDT Method
As mentioned, the core of the proposed fuzzy IGDT model
is the IGDT approach. Accordingly, before describing the
proposed approach, it is noted that there are two strategies
to handle uncertainty by the IGDT as follows:
(i) Risk-averse (RA) strategy: The main goal of this strategy is
to provide a conservative decision that increases the robustness
of proposed optimization problem against WEG uncertainty.
(ii) Opportunity seeker (OS) strategy: In this strategy, the
decision maker (DM) uses the uncertainty to decrease the total
costs. In contrast to the RA strategy, in this strategy the WEG
uncertainty is a favorite occurrence and it is related with higher
WEG than the forecasted ones.
The optimization framework for the RA and OS strategies can
be formulated as follows:
max ±λ (80)
Wwt = (1∓ λ) · W¯wt (81)
Θ ≤
ΛΩ︷ ︸︸ ︷
Θb(1± σΩ), Ω ∈ {r, o} (82)
(47)− (79) (83)
In these strategies, at first the DM specifies the base cost
ΛΩ, ∀Ω ∈ {r, o} for both strategies, then, it maximizes
the objective function (80) to maximize the radius of WEG
uncertainty meanwhile satisfying Equations (81) – (83). Noted
that, “+” and “–” in (80) – (83) refer to the RA and OS
strategies, respectively. Equation (81) indicates the radius of
the WEG uncertainty that can be deviated from its forecasted
value. Equation (82) is called as the ‘budget level limit’,
which keeps the TC, i.e., Θ, lower than a specified level
ΛΩ, ∀Ω ∈ {r, o}. Noted that, r and o in Ω ∈ {r, o} refer
to RA and OS strategies, respectively. In Equation (82),σΩ is
a positive parameter determined by the DM. It should be noted
that, to the choice of specified level of operation cost value, i.e,
ΛΩ. At first, it is assumed that there is no uncertainty exists in
the model so the radius of WEG uncertainty would become 0
and the hourly WEG would be the same as its predicted value.
In this condition IGDT problem (80)-(83) is solved then the
base total cost find, i.e.,Θb . Then based on parameter σΩ
in (1 ± σΩ), the degree of greediness on further decreasing
(improving) the value of base total cost due to the possible
the radius of WEG uncertainty. Constraint (83) comprises by
electric power constraints (47)-(59) and natural gas constraints
(60)-(79).
B. Fuzzy IGDT Method
Recently, a considerable literature has grown up around the
uncertainty management with IGDT method. Generally, during
the optimization process for IGDT method, the TC is fixed to
upper limit of inequality constraint, i.e., the cost threshold
Λr/o. Therefore, in this model, the decision makers cannot
achieve an optimal value for the TC [17]. To solve this issue,
in this section, a new IGDT model based on fuzzy approach
has been proposed to achieve optimal values for the TC and
the radius of WEG uncertainty, i.e., ±λ. The fuzzy model are
able to handle multi-objective functions simultaneously such
as the TC, i.e., Θ, and the radius of WEG uncertainty, i.e., ±λ.
In order to optimize these objective functions simultaneously,
each objective function should be characterized by fuzzy
sets [20] which are typically represented by a membership
function, µ, with lower and upper boundaries together with
a strictly monotonically decreasing and continuous function
for different objectives functions. A further study with more
focus on fuzzy approach can be found in [20]. A membership
function for the RA and OS strategies can be defined as
follows:
µr(λ) =

1 λ ≥ λmax
λ− λmin
λmax − λmin λ
min ≤ λ ≤ λmax
0 λ ≤ λmin
(84)
µo(λ) =

1 λ ≥ λmax
λmax − λ
λmax − λmin λ
min ≤ λ ≤ λmax
0 λ ≤ λmin
(85)
µOF (Θ) =

0 Θ ≥ Θmax
Θmax −Θ
Θmax −Θmin Θ
min ≤ Θ ≤ Θmax
1 Θ ≤ Θmin
(86)
In the above equations, λmax/Θmax and λmin/Θmin are
the maximum and the minimum values of the objective func-
tions, i.e., Θ and λ are evaluated through the single-objective
optimization. Equations (84) and (85) calculate membership
functions µr(λ) and µo(λ) for the RA and OS strategies, re-
spectively. Similarly, Equation (86) calculates the membership
function µOF (Θ) for both strategies.
max βr/o (87)
λ− λmin
λmax − λmin ≥ βr
λmax − λ
λmax − λmin ≥ βo
(88)
Θmax −Θ
Θmax −Θmin ≥ βr/o (89)
(47)− (79) and (81)− (82) (90)
Equation (87) - (90) indicates F-IGDT model for the RA
and OS strategies. It should be noted that, r and o are the
initials of the RA and OS strategies, respectively. Equation
(87) maximizes the degree of “overall satisfaction”, βr/o,
i.e., for all of the membership functions. Noted that, βr
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and βo indicates the level of satisfaction for the RA and
OS, respectively. Equations (88) and (89), specify the linear
membership function for each objective function in the RA and
OS strategies. Equation (90) includes the equations (47)-(79)
and (81)-(82) which are described before.
VI. CASE STUDIES
This section presents numerical results for a case study
based on a modified IEEE-RTS and IEEE 118 system. The
proposed formulation with the CTM and HDTM have been
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Fig. 6: The wind power curves for CTM and HDTM.
solved by CPLEX 12.6.2 on a PC with Intel Core-i7 processor
at 4.2 GHz and 16 GB of RAM.
A. Modified IEEE-RTS
In this section, to demonstrate the performance of the
proposed model, the modified IEEE-RTS [23] with a six-node
natural gas system [24] has been implemented. As shown in
Fig. 2, the modified IEEE-RTS includes 2 wind farms, 21
fossil units (blue color), 5 natural gas-fired units (red color),
38 transmission lines and 17 load buses. Two wind farms with
the 250 MW and 550 MW capacities have been installed at
buses 7 and 17, respectively. The ten-node natural gas system
consists of 3 suppliers, 2 compressors, 1 natural gas storage
(NGS), 8 natural gas loads, and 10 pipelines which has been
shown by Fig. 3. In Fig. 3, L1, L5 and L7 are natural gas loads
consumed by G9-10, G21 and G23, respectively. Similarly,
L2, L3, L4, L6 and L8 represent other types of natural gas
residential natural gas end-users. The other parameters of the
natural gas system can be found in [24]. The BPs of degree
5 have been used to simulate the proposed CTM. The natural
gas load, electricity load and wind power profiles for CTM and
HDTM are shown in Figs. 4-6, respectively. For each case, the
solution results of the CTM and HDTM have been compared.
1) Comparison Performance of F-IGDT and IGDT Models:
Here, for the IGDT model, we set the budget limit as (for
the RA strategy) and (for the OS strategy) to compare the
performances of F-IGDT and IGDT models. The results of
this comparison can be found in Tables I-IV. As mentioned
before the main objective of the IGDT model is minimizing
or maximizing λ value and in this model the TC value is
considered as an inequality constraint in optimization process.
Accordingly, the solution results, i.e., λ and TC values, for
this model are very conservatism. To tackle the above shortage
of the IGDT model, here, proposed an F-IGDT model to take
both λ and TC values in objective function and obtain optimal
values for them. For example, as can be seen in Table I, in
the IGDT model and for RA strategy without NGS, when
the λ value is 0.231 but for the F-IGDT model, TC and λ
values are and 0.228, respectively. The results of the IGDT
model show that the TC value is set to predefined value, i.e.,
and the λ value is in highest value, i.e., 0.231. Therefore,
these values are very conservatism. But for F-IGDT model,
the TC and λ values are considered in objective function with
fuzzy technique, thus, they are less conservative in comparison
to the IGDT model results. Furthermore, the F-IGDT model
shows better performance than the IGDT model while it has
the optimal value for the TC. On the other hand, the results of
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this study indicate that the CTM or HDTM in (F-) IGDT model
can affect the TC and λ values. Accordingly, it is apparent
from Table I that the CTM for F-IGDT model has the positive
effect on the TC and λ values, which can decrease the TC
value and increase the λ value. For example, for the fuzzy
RA, without NGS and EDRP, the TC and λ values for the
HDTM are 94515.492 $ and 0.228, respectively. But, these
values for the CTM are 80328.521 $ and 0.261, respectively.
Similarly, for fuzzy OS, without NGS and EDRP, the TC and λ
values for the HDTM are 72766.024 $ and 0.229, respectively,
and these values for the CTM are 67768.371 $ and 0.117,
respectively. The results, as shown in Table I, indicate that
the CTM has better results in the F-IGDT model while it has
decreased the TC and increased the λ value for both fuzzy RA
and OS strategies.
2) Gas Consumption of NGFGs without (with) NGS: Gas
consumption of five NGFGs, i.e., G9, G10, G11, G21 and
G23, without (with) NGS constraints are shown in Tables III
and IV. All NGFGs were most dispatched in power system
operation because their generation costs are inexpensive and
they have the highest ramping capability. Fossil units are
placed at the second rank since they are the most expensive
and have low ramping capability. Also, for the electrical power
systems integrated with large-scale WEG, significant amounts
of WEG cannot be absorbed due to low ramping capability.
Accordingly, dispatching of NGFGs has enhanced the ramping
capacity and consequently absorbing more WEGs. Hence,
the fuel consumptions of five NGFGs is in the highest level
once the NGS constraints are not considered. Nevertheless,
as can be seen from Table IV, once the NGS constraints are
incorporated for five NGFGs, the fuel consumptions of the
five cheapest NGFGs are reduced since the NGS constraints
have limited the supply of fuel. For this reason, the outputs
of the five cheapest NGFGs are decreased and it has enforced
the expensive fossil units to be committed. Moreover, Tables
III and IV shows the fuel consumptions of the five cheapest
NGFGs, for HDTM and CTM. It is seen from these tables
that the fuel consumptions of NGFGs for the CTM is higher
than the HDTM. It is expected because in the CTM the sub-
hourly energy requirement of the power system operation
is considered while it is ignored by the HDTM. The main
advantage of the CTM is to provide a continuous schedul-
ing for the five cheapest NGFGs to efficiently exploit their
ramping capability for tracking the continuous-time changes
of the WEGs and load demands, while in the HDTM, the
ramping capability is less considered. Therefore, the share of
the NGFGs in the generation and fuel consumptions of these
generators have been increased. Furthermore, it can be seen
from the solution results in Tables III and IV that in the (fuzzy)
RA strategy the share of WEGs has been decreased, whereas
contrarily the share of the NGFGs in generation has been
increased to compensate the wind power deficit, accordingly,
the fuel consumptions of these generators have been increased.
Likewise, it is observed from this Tables III and IV that
the participation of wind farms in the energy procurement
has been increased for the (fuzzy) OS strategy, consequently,
the share of NGFGs has been reduced. Therefore, the fuel
consumptions of these generators have been reduced.
TABLE I: Comparison of results for F-IGDT and IGDT
models without EDRP
Without NGS With NGS
HDTM CTM HDTM CTM
Fuzzy RA TC 94515.492 80328.521 96350.935 81826.471
λ 0.228 0.261 0.224 0.256
Fuzzy OS TC 72766.024 67768.371 73609.582 68494.435
λ 0.229 0.117 0.248 0.133
RA TC 96547.204 96547.204 96547.204 96547.204
λ 0.231 0.634 0.226 0.587
OS TC 65547.204 65547.204 65547.204 65547.204
λ 0.338 0.183 0.388 0.25
Time [min] 1 3 7 11
TABLE II: Comparison of results for F-IGDT and IGDT
models with EDRP
Without NGS With NGS
HDTM CTM HDTM CTM
Fuzzy RA TC 84117.532 78533.203 85885.626 80006.015
λ 0.251 0.264 0.242 0.266
Fuzzy OS TC 66381.839 65657.582 67451.993 66479.595
λ 0.086 0.07 0.11 0.088
RA TC 96547.204 96547.204 96547.204 96547.204
λ 0.682 0.567 0.523 0.635
OS TC 65547.204 65547.204 65547.204 65547.204
λ 0.117 0.073 0.179 0.123
Time [min] 2 5 7 12
TABLE III: Gas consumption of NGFGs without NGS [kcf]
IGDT F-IGDT
Without EDRP With EDRP Without EDRP With EDRP
RA OS RA OS RA OS RA OS
HDTM
G9 221.2 205.0 221.2 225.5 221.2 217.3 224.7 214.0
G10 221.2 202.2 221.2 214.0 214.0 211.6 231.2 221.2
G11 221.2 215.8 223.6 220.7 218.6 210.3 241.2 225.1
G21 328.7 312.6 333.7 309.1 330.0 310.4 346.9 309.2
G23 809.7 709.7 827.5 792.5 828.8 717.5 788.7 792.7
Total 1802.0 1645.3 1827.2 1761.8 1812.7 1667.1 1832.6 1762.2
CTM
G9 227.2 222.6 227.2 223.6 225.7 226.3 223.6 223.6
G10 227.2 225.3 227.2 224.9 227.2 224.8 227.2 215.5
G11 229.7 219.6 230.8 226.0 229.1 223.3 237.0 226.5
G21 331.5 324.6 333.9 329.3 350.6 323.8 345.7 319.9
G23 816.9 799.2 826.8 804.2 783.5 808.2 774.7 808.4
Total 1832.6 1791.2 1846.0 1808.1 1816.1 1806.5 1808.3 1793.9
TABLE IV: Gas consumption of NGFGs with NGS [kcf]
IGDT F-IGDT
Without EDRP With EDRP Without EDRP With EDRP
RA OS RA OS RA OS RA OS
HDTM
G9 116.2 159.2 128.7 164.0 118.6 164.0 111.3 143.0
G10 109.0 154.1 139.8 132.9 108.1 143.6 124.3 137.3
G11 115.5 150.6 162.7 141.7 104.8 154.5 123.4 161.4
G21 302.5 303.5 213.0 277.5 304.0 312.3 305.3 269.5
G23 569.6 425.1 548.5 436.5 557.2 408.3 508.5 431.4
Total 1212.7 1192.6 1192.6 1152.6 1192.7 1182.6 1172.7 1142.6
CTM
G9 162.7 140.1 171.3 159.8 149.5 163.5 144.4 144.4
G10 168.9 152.7 157.3 145.0 143.4 171.5 122.3 134.2
G11 165.7 140.2 156.9 139.3 134.0 132.7 139.5 162.0
G21 257.4 307.4 228.0 299.7 326.0 258.6 301.9 300.8
G23 539.7 464.1 531.0 440.6 551.5 538.1 516.3 443.1
Total 1294.4 1204.5 1244.5 1184.5 1304.5 1264.5 1224.4 1184.6
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3) Impact of EDRP: The effect of discrete-time (DT-EDRP)
and continuous-time EDRP (CT-EDRP) in the proposed prob-
lem has been studied here. The TEC and λ values associated
with the CT-EDRP and DT-EDRP have been reported in Tables
I and II. In this test system, the scarcity of ramping capacity
is the main obstacle to decrease the TEC and decrease (or
increase) λ values. Accordingly, in the condition with no
EDRP in the scheduling of the integrated electrical and gas
systems, the system would be partially able to cover this
scarcity by increasing the share of the NGFGs in generation.
Similarly, in the case of availability of EDRP in the scheduling,
it can cover this scarcity by ramping capability of the flexible
demands. From the data in Tables III and IV, it is apparent that
the DT-EDRP and CT-EDRP in (F-) IGDT model can reduce
the natural gas consumptions of the five NGFGs, but the CT-
EDRP application yields more reduction fuel consumptions
than the DT-EDRP. For example, Figs. 7 and 8 compare the
natural gas consumptions of the five NGFGs for the DT-EDRP
and CT-EDRP in F-IGDT model at each time step. What is
interesting about the data in this table is that the hourly natural
gas consumption profile is nearly flat when the DT-EDRP
and CT-EDRP are incorporated. The differences between the
DT-EDRP and CT-EDRP are highlighted in Fig. 8. The most
interesting aspect of Fig. 8 is that the profile of the natural
gas consumption of the five NGFGs for the CT-EDRP, at
peak hours, is more flat than the DT-EDRP. Similarly, further
analysis in Fig. 8 showed that the natural gas consumption of
the five NGFGs for the CT-EDRP, in peak hours, is more
reduced than the DT-EDRP. Taken together, these results
suggest that flatter profile of the natural gas consumption at
peak hours can reduce the natural gas consumptions of the
five NGFGs. While the NGFGs as industrial customers in the
natural gas schedule are supplied with lower importance, then
their flat profile of natural gas consumption can be managed
in a way to avoid having peaks concurrently with residential
demands and accordingly it will reduce the probability of
inadequate natural gas. It is apparent from Tables I and II
that by incorporating the DT-EDRP and CT-EDRP, the amount
of required additional WEG (or the λ value) and TEC for
(fuzzy) OS strategy is decreased, which means the desired
TEC is achieved with the lower levels of actual WEGs. As
shown in Tables I and II, the λ and TEC values for the (fuzzy)
OS strategy with the CT-EDRP is more reduced than the DT-
EDRP. Nevertheless, in the (fuzzy) RA strategy with the DT-
EDRP and CT-EDRP, the maximum values of λ and TEC have
been increased and reduced, respectively. This shows the fact
that by incorporating the EDRP, the acceptable TEC in the
(fuzzy) RA strategy is obtained with the higher value of λ.
The results of this study indicate that the DT-EDRP and CT-
EDRP have positive impacts in both (fuzzy) RA and (fuzzy)
OS strategies, since by incorporating EDRP in the (fuzzy) RA
strategy the value of λ (the radius of the wind uncertainty)
is increased, eventually, while contrarily in the (fuzzy) OS
strategy it is decreased. Similarly, by incorporating EDRP,
the TEC is decreased, which shows the ability of EDRP for
reducing the operation costs in the F-IGDT method. Besides,
results in Tables I and II show that the CT-EDRP in (F-) IGDT
model, has more effect on the values of λ and TEC. The reason
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Fig. 7: The natural gas consumption (NGC) of the five NGFGs
without the EDRP.
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Fig. 8: The natural gas consumption (NGC) of the five NGFGs
with the EDRP.
is that in the CTM, the ability to manage the ramping capacity
of the NGFGs and flexible demands is more than the DT-
EDRP.
B. Modified IEEE 118-bus system
In other to justify the scalability and reasonable computation
complexity of the proposed approach, results of a relatively
large-scale system, i.e., modified IEEE-118 bus system, are
presented here to represent the computational times required
for our proposed approach versus the scale of the test systems.
The modified IEEE-118 bus system has 186 transmission
lines, 91 load buses, 3 wind farms and 54 thermal generators
including 8 natural gas-fired units. Three wind farms with
the 250 MW are added to buses 14, 54 and 95. The power
output profile of the WF located at three buses follow the
same pattern as that of the RTS which is scaled by factor
of 2. The peak load of 6000 MW occurs at hour 21. The
EDRP at all load buses are considered. The natural gas system
consists of 3 suppliers, 12 natural gas loads, and 10 pipelines.
L1-L8 are gas loads consumed by NGFGs G1-G8, respec-
tively. L9-L12 are fixed residential gas loads. The detailed
data for electricity and natural gas systems have been given
in motor.ece.iit.edu/data/Gastranssmion 118 10.xls. In
this section, computational performance of proposed problem
(87)-(90) with F-IGDT method, for RA strategy, has been
compared with the RM in [14], SM in [13] and IGDT in [17].
In this study, the wind uncertainty model of proposed problem
(87)-(90) with (CT) DT-EDRP has been formulated with the
RM in [14], SM in [13]. It should be noted that, the RM in [14]
has been solved with the primal Benders decomposition algo-
rithm (PBD) in[14].Also, the SM in [13] has been solved with
the general Benders decomposition algorithm (GBD) in [25].
For a more detailed formulation of the PBD and GBD, see
[13] and [25]. Noted that, the maximum range of wind power
uncertainty in RM for each wind farms at time t is fixed to be
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0.25%. The wind power uncertainty in the SM pertains to the
daily variation of WEG is represented via scenarios and wind
uncertainty in SM is fixed to be 0.25%. Approximately, 1500
scenarios are originally generated for SM, being reduced to 20
by the scenario reduction technique proposed in [26]. In this
section, the performance of the proposed method and above-
mentioned methods have been compared in four aspects: 1)
The total cost, 2) The radius of the WEG uncertainty,3) The
natural gas consumption of NGFGs,4) Computation time and
scalability complexity, The total cost indicates the economic
efficiency of the proposed method; the radius of the WEG
uncertainty indicates uncertainty management of the proposed
method against wind uncertainty; the third aspect indicates
how proposed method can reduce the natural gas consumptions
for test systems; Final aspect justifies the scalability and
reasonable computation complexity of the proposed method.
The performances of above-mentioned methods with respect
to these three aspects are also compared in Tables V-VI for
the CTM and HDTM. It is apparent from Tables V-VI that the
proposed F-IGDT method for CTM and HDTM has lower total
cost than the RM, SM and IGDT, indicating better economic
efficiency of the proposed F-IGDT method. What is interesting
about the data in Tables V-VI is that the proposed F-IGDT
method has higher λ value and lower total cost than the RM,
SM. This result indicate that the proposed F-IGDT method
has more capability in wind uncertainty management in lower
total cost. Similarly, from the data in Tables V-VI, it is apparent
that the natural gas consumption of NGFGs for the proposed
F-IGDT method is in lowest level between three methods.
This result was expected. However, the reason for this is that
the λ value and total cost in the proposed F-IGDT method
are optimized simultaneously. For example, for IGDT method
just range of wind power uncertainty is optimized, and in the
RM just total cost is optimized. Comparing results for the F-
IGDT method and the RM in Tables V-VI, it can be seen
that the proposed F-IGDT method has higher the λ value
and lower total cost than RM. This result was predicted.
Nevertheless, it is probable that the reason for this is that
in proposed F-IGDT method both λ and total cost values
are optimized simultaneously which is ignored in RM. The
differences between computation time of proposed F-IGDT
method and other methods are highlighted in Tables V-VI.
The most surprising aspect of the data in Tables V-VI is that
there is a significant difference between the proposed F-IGDT
method and SM. The computation time for the proposed F-
IGDT method and SM in the 118-bus system is about 22
min and 654 min. However, the computation time increases
exponentially in the SM because the SM would introduce
additional variables associated with the number of scenarios
and increases size of test system. But, the proposed F-IGDT
method does not depend on the size of the scenario set. Note
that the overall solution time of the proposed F-IGDT method
increases with rise the system size. This can be observed from
the results presented in Tables V-VI. For instance, comparing
the computation time results of the RTS and IEEE 118-bus
system for CTM, it becomes evident that the solution time
of the IEEE 118-bus system is nearly 2 times larger than
the RTS. While the system size increases with a factor of 5
TABLE V: Comparison of RA strategy results with the exist-
ing methods for HDTM; with EDRP and NGS.
Model IEEE TC [M$] λ NGC [kfc] Time [min]
RM RTS 0.821 0.223 1297.5 21118-bus 1.261 0.167 2512.1 101
SM RTS 0. 959 0.250 1364.4 108118-bus 1.358 0.200 3129.8 534
IGDT RTS 0.965 0.523 1192.6 6118-bus 1.350 0.378 2876.5 14
F-IGDT RTS 0.812 0.254 1142.6 7118-bus 1.256 0.187 2678.5 18
TABLE VI: Comparison of RA strategy results with the
existing methods for CTM; with EDRP and NGS.
Model IEEE TC [M$] λ NGC [kfc] Time [min]
RM RTS 0.808 0.248 1229.2 34118-bus 1.244 0.187 2467.5 154
SM RTS 0. 955 0.250 1328.2 234118-bus 1.356 0.200 2967.3 654
IGDT RTS 0. 965 0.635 1244.5 9118-bus 1.350 0.442 2456.7 21
F-IGDT RTS 0.800 0.266 1224.4 12118-bus 1.234 0.212 2456.7 22
the corresponding solution time does not increase in a linear
manner with the system size. What is interesting about the data
in Table VI is that for the RM and SM the solution time of the
IEEE 118-bus system is nearly 5 times larger than the RTS.
Further analysis showed that the corresponding solution time
for the SM increases in a linear manner with the system size.
Consequently, together these results provide important insights
that the SM does not suitable for uncertainty management
in large-scale test systems. In CTM for the RTS and IEEE
118-bus system, inputs and outputs are represented with five
coefficients in each hour. So, as shown in Tables I-II and V-
VI, it is predictable that the computation time and memory
consumption is higher for continuous formulation. In other
to reduce computation time decomposition or other numerical
methods are necessary for implementing this in a fast-paced
industrial environment.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
This paper has developed a new F-IGDT framework for co-
operation of electric power system with natural gas system
in the discrete-time and continuous-time modeling methods,
while considering the uncertainty of WEGs. Both interdepen-
dent systems of natural gas and electric power are linked with
the NGFGs. In this study, a full frame NGS is considered
to address the dispatchability of the NGFGs, which can play
a vital role in providing a fast ramping in electric power
systems to follow the fast variations of the WEGs. However,
the natural gas supply limitation is the main obstacle to provide
the fast ramping capability. Nevertheless, such limitations can
be significantly moderated by means of EDRPs. In this study,
the EDRP as an appropriate economic solution has been
used as a complementary option for providing the ramping
facility beside the NGFGs in the case of an unavailability
of natural gas. Also, this study aims to determine whether
the continuous-time framework can positively affect the co-
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operation of electric power and natural gas systems. The sim-
ulations on the IEEE-RTS and IEEE 118-bus system imply that
the proposed continuous-time framework reveals a continuous-
time scheduling of NGFGs and EDRP, which more efficiently
utilizes their ramping capability to track the continuous-time
changes of the WEGs and load demands than the discrete-
time framework. Accordingly, the obtained results confirm
that the proposed continuous-time framework, in comparison
to the discrete-time framework, provides additional decrease
in the TEC and increase in the λ for both (fuzzy) RA
and OS strategies. Also, in this study, the performance of
the proposed method and the RM, SM and IGDT method
have been compared on the IEEE-RTS and IEEE 118-bus
system in four aspects: i) The economic efficiency, ii) The
uncertainty management, iii) The natural gas consumption,
iv) computation time and scalability complexity. Consequently,
results provide important insights that the proposed F-IGDT
method has more economic efficiency, more capability in
wind uncertainty management in lower total cost, more saving
natural gas energy, and lower computation complexity with
scalability than other methods.
APPENDIX A:LINEARIZATION WEYMOUTH EQUATION
The nonlinear Weymouth equation or pipeline flow rate
constraints without gas compressor would have a significant
impact on the computation complexity of the proposed prob-
lem. In this paper, we convert nonlinear Weymouth equation
into a set of linear constraints by using piecewise linear
approximation, which is briefly discussed below. The lower
and upper limits of gas pressure in each nodal are modeled as
[10]:
pii ≤ piit ≤ pii (91)
The nonlinear Weymouth equation [10]:
f2pt = Θp
(
pi2it − pi2jt
)
(92)
The square of node pressure is expressed as:
ρit = pi
2
it (93)
To improve the linearity of the proposed model, pi2it in
Equation (92) is replaced with square of node pressure ρit
and Equation (92) is reformulated as:
f2pt = Θp
(
ρit − ρjt
)
(94)
Then, the piecewise linear approximation of f2pt in Equation
(94) written as follow:∑
`
(ϕ`,p · f`,pt + γp,` · ν`,pt) = Θp (ρit − ρjt) (95)
where ϕ`,p,γp,` and Θp are constants in the piecewise
linear approximation for the `th linear block; ρit and ρjt
are node pressures; and ν`,pt is binary indicator variable.
The following linear constraints are introduced based on the
preceding notations:
ν`,pt · f `,p ≤ f`,pt ≤ ν`,pt · f `,p (96)
fpt =
∑
`
f`,pt (97)∑
`
ν`,pt ≤ 1 (98)
Equations (96) – (98) are defined before in detail. The more
detailed about this linearization is given in [10]. Noted that,
the linearization of pipeline flow rate equation without gas
compressor is similar to nonlinear Weymouth equation.
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